
 

 

Class: XII-A(Com)    
Paper: Statistics    

Time Allowed 40 Minutes    

Note: This Section Consists of 25 part questions and all are to be answered. Each question carries one mark.

Q1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given option:
1. A set of all units of interest in a study is called:
 * Sample  * Population
2. A part of the population selected for study is called:
 * Data   * Variable 
3. Family members in a family is an example of a 

* continuous variable * Discrete variable
4. Colours of flowers is an example of :
 * Qualitative variable * Quantitative variable
5. Height of students in a class 
 * continuous data * discrete data
6. IN a relative frequency distribution, the total of the relative frequencies is always equal to
 * 100   * 1  
7. Histogram is a graph of 
 * Frequency distribution * Qualitative data
8. The graph of the cumulative frequency 
 * Ogive   * Histogram 
9. When mid points of a histogram are connected by free
 * simple bar  * frequency polygon
10. The total of all angles of a pie diagram should be equal to
 * 1800   * 900  
11. Sum of the deviation of the values from their mean is 
 *Minimum  * zero  
12. The sum of the squares of the deviations of the values of a variable form thei
 * Minimum  * Maximum 
13. A distribution with more than two modes is called
 * Multimodal  * Unimodal 
14. The sample mean 𝒙 is a 
 * sample  * parameter
15. The population mean 𝝁 is a 
 * Population  * statistic 
16. In a symmetrical distribution mean, median and mode are:
 * 𝒙 = 𝒙 = 𝒙   * 𝒙 > 𝒙 > 𝒙 
17. Index for base period is always taken as
 * 150   * 100  
18. Base year quantities as weights are used in 
 * Laspeyre’s method * Paasche’s method
19. Current year quantities as weights are used in
 * Paasche’s method * Laspeyre’s method
20. An arrangement of objects with regard to order is called
 * combination  * permutation
21. In how many ways can we select 3 students out of 10 students?
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       SECTION “A” (MCQs)   

Section Consists of 25 part questions and all are to be answered. Each question carries one mark.

Choose the correct answer for each from the given option: 
A set of all units of interest in a study is called: 

* Population  * Parameter  * Statistic 
A part of the population selected for study is called: 

  * Sample  * Statistic 
Family members in a family is an example of a  

* Discrete variable * Qualitative variable * dependent variable
Colours of flowers is an example of : 

* Quantitative variable * Normal variable * Abnormal variable

* discrete data  * constant data  * sample data 
ibution, the total of the relative frequencies is always equal to

  * zero   * f  

* Frequency distribution * Qualitative data * sample data  * population data
The graph of the cumulative frequency distribution is called 

  * frequency curve * frequency polygon
When mid points of a histogram are connected by free-hand drawing the graph is called

* frequency polygon * Ogive   * frequency curve
l angles of a pie diagram should be equal to 

  * 3600   * none 
Sum of the deviation of the values from their mean is  

  * Range  * Mode 
The sum of the squares of the deviations of the values of a variable form their mean is 

  * Zero   * Range 
A distribution with more than two modes is called 

  * Bimodal  * Mode 

* parameter  * statistic  * population 

  * sample  * parameter 
In a symmetrical distribution mean, median and mode are: 

  * 𝒙 < 𝒙 < 𝒙  * none 
Index for base period is always taken as 

  * one   * none 
Base year quantities as weights are used in  

* Paasche’s method * Fisher’s Ideal method * none 
Current year quantities as weights are used in 

* Laspeyre’s method * Fisher’s Ideal method * none 
of objects with regard to order is called 

* permutation  * sample point  * none 
In how many ways can we select 3 students out of 10 students? 

 Max. Marks: 50 
 Time: 1½  Hours 

 Max Marks: 25 

Section Consists of 25 part questions and all are to be answered. Each question carries one mark. 

* dependent variable 

* Abnormal variable 

 
ibution, the total of the relative frequencies is always equal to 

     

* population data 

* frequency polygon 
hand drawing the graph is called 

* frequency curve 

r mean is  



 

 

 * 10   * 120   * 3   * none 
22. The number of permutations that can be formed from the word ZOYA is 
 * 6   * 12   * 24   * zero 
23. The limit of probability is  
 * 0 to -1  * 0 to 1   * 0 to 100  * none 
24. In case of probability is zero then the event is  
 * impossible  * sure   * particular  * none 
25. If A and B are mutually exclusive events, P(PUB) is equal to 
 * P(A) +P(B)  * P(A)+P(B)-P(A∩B)  * P(A) X P(B)  * P(A) 
 
Time: 50 Minutes               Max. Marks: 25 

SECTION “B” (SHORT QUESTIONS ANSWER) 15 Marks 
Note: Attempt any three part question. All questions carry equal marks.  
Q2: i) The data given below shows the marks obtained by the students in mathematics: 

16 28 36 28 83 46 56 56 48 40 
22 69 65 48 49 57 47 65 48 29 
47 36 38 57 67 80 38 49 48 84 
38 64 83 23 67 38 28 28 59 44 
50 42 34 15 17 27 25 63 43 49 

  Prepare Frequency distribution taking the interval 15 – 24, 25 – 34, ….. etc and find Relative frequency. 
 ii) Draw Histogram and Frequency polygon from the following data: 

CI 2 – 4 4 – 6 6 – 8 8 – 10 10 – 12 
F 2 5 8 3 2 

iii) The mean of 24 values is compound as 41.75. If an additional value 68 is included in the data, then find the 
mean. 

iv) Find the Price relative taking 1990 as base year from the given data: 
Year 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 
Price 12.5 15 17 20 22.5 25 27.5 

v) In how many possible ways can the letters of the words MISSISSIPI and EXAMINATION be arranged? 
OR 

 Two dice are rolled. Find the probability of getting a sum 7. 
SECTION “C” (DETAILED QUESTIONS ANSWER) 10 Marks 

Note: Answer any one question from this section. All questions carry equal mark: 

Q3a) Calculate the mean, median and mode from the following data:  
C.I 40 – 49 50 – 59 60 – 69 70 – 79 80 – 89 90 – 99 
F 8 13 24 25 7 3 

Q3b) Four fair coins are tossed. Determine the sample spaces and find the probability of getting: 
 i) at least one head  ii) at most 2 heads 
Q4a) The price and quantity of three commodities are as under. Calculate Fisher’s Price number Index for the 

year 2005. 
Commodity Price Quantity 

2004 2005 2004 2005 
A 10 12 80 90 
B 12 16 90 110 
C 14 18 100 120 

 Q4b) How many permutation are possible if 3 digit number can be arrange from 3,4,5,6,7,8. 

i) Repeated  ii) Not Repeated 
   


